Accidentally near Carcross, Yukon on Tuesday, July 10, 2012, Mr. Paul Rosset of Yellowknife, NT, passed away at the age of 56 years.

He leaves to mourn his passing his partner Jennifer; his mother Louise Rosset; 13 brothers and sisters: Therese Rosset (Brian), Jean (Gerri) Rosset, Rene (Micheline) Rosset, Jacqueline (Louis) Vien, Robert (Lillian) Rosset, Pauline Rosset (Rob), Marie Rosset, Andre (Debe) Rosset, Roland Rosset, Norbert Rosset, Lionel (Jill) Rosset, Susane (Gavin) McDonald and Ginette (Lance) Caven.

Paul also leaves to mourn Jennifer's family: Nancy Wahlroth, Michael (Vera) Wahlroth, Susan Wahlroth (Mark McDonald), Mike Wahlroth (Anne MacDonald) as well as numerous nieces, nephews, relatives and friends.

Paul was predeceased by his father Andre Rosset in 2007.

Funeral Services were held in the St. Claude Roman Catholic Church on Thursday, July 19, 2012. Memorial service followed by Liturgy of the Word with Father Marcel Carrière officiating. Family interment to follow in the Parish Cemetery.

A MEMORIAL SERVICE will be held at the Adlair Hangar in Yellowknife, NT on Tuesday, July 24, 2012 at 3 p.m.

In lieu of flowers memorial donations may be made to the Canadian Cancer Society or Boy Scouts of Canada.